
QUILL WRITING AND GRAMMAR THIRD

Quill provides free writing and grammar activities for middle and high school students.

So Quill built out a series of algorithms that can distinguish strong sentences from weak ones. Gault calls
joining ideas together to form strong sentences a building block of language and writing. Click on the text to
delete the incorrect preposition. View Activity Prepositional Phrases: In, At, On, To Combine sentences to
create 10 sentences that include a prepositional phrase beginning with in, at, on, or to. Choose activities
Decide if you want your students to proofread passages, combine sentences, or complete a diagnostic. Use
easy-to-consume reporting Use our reporting to spot trends and identify growth opportunities. View Activity
Lesson 1: Missing Subject or Verb Fragments Advanced Students learn to correct long, complex fragments
that are missing a subject or a verb, such as "across the river a little Iowa town in the middle of nowhere.
While not perfect, that mark is a vast improvement over the 30 percent accuracy of Microsoft Word and the 5
percent accuracy of Google Docs, he says. In the second attempt, the student adds a comma to join the
sentences but still struggles with the idea of using a conjunction to connect ideas together. In the nearer term,
Gault says to next expect strategies to help students summarize. In the first attempt, the student fails to use a
conjunction to show the relationship between the ideas and instead writes two simple sentences. Quill Connect
gives feedback on word and grammatical usage as it goes back and forth with students to guide them toward
stronger sentences. Laura, a teacher at Caswell Elementary School in California said, "Quill has been a
wonderful tool for my third graders, many of whom are second language learners. View Activity Lesson 4:
Fragments Review Students apply what they have learned in basic fragment lessons by identifying and
correcting fragments within a paragraph. The tool relies on a huge depository of sentence fragments, which
Quill finds, recognizes and compiles using TensorFlow , Google's open source machine learning library. Join
over 2, schools using Quill to advance student writing. If you use Google Classroom or Clever, you can
automatically set up your classroom with one click. Teachers have also benefitted from introducing Quill in
their classrooms. Get immediate feedback for your students Save time grading and watch your students correct
their mistakes instantly. How Quill Works Set up your classroom, without IT You can quickly and easily set
up your classroom in Quill by inputting student names or providing students with a unique code. Here's an
example of how it works: Quill Connect - Demo More than , studentsâ€”62 percent from low-income
schoolsâ€”have used Quill. View Activity Lesson 3: -ing Fragments Students learn to identify and correct
basic -ing fragments, such as "skiing down the mountain. After completing the exercises, each student gets a
customized explanation of incorrect responses, and the tool learns from each answer to create an
individualized testing plan focused on areas of difficulty. We especially love the immediate feedback provided
after each practice; it has definitely made us pay closer attention to detail. Over concepts totaling 50 hours of
quality curriculum. View Activity Lesson 3: Dependent Fragments Advanced Students learn to correct long,
complex dependent clause fragments, such as "even though he had practiced every night and he was a talented
singer. Easily sign up with Google Classroom With one click all of your students and classes will be imported.
This is the first of four lessons in the basic fragments lesson pack. View Activity Lesson 2: -ing Fragments
Advanced Students learn to correct long, complex fragments that include incomplete -ing words, such as
"under the sand in a beautiful wooden box, the treasure waiting to be found. The algorithm looks at common
patterns and criteria for strong and weak sentences, Gault says, and is now able to detect sentence fragments at
84 percent accuracy.


